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Energy Distribution Partners Welcomes
Travis Dunham as Director of Supply and Logistics
Chicago, Illinois-based Energy Distribution Partners (“EDP”) is pleased to announce that Travis
Dunham has joined the company as Director of Supply and Logistics.
Dunham joins EDP from Ferrellgas, where he most recently served as Director of Wholesale. He
began his career in the propane industry in 2005 as a Wholesale Representative for Ferrellgas,
covering the Ohio Valley. Over the years he served in positions of increasing responsibility.
Dunham is a graduate of the University of Kansas with a BS in Business Administration, with an
emphasis in Finance.
In his new role with Energy Distribution Partners, Dunham
works closely with EDP’s field leadership to secure supply for
its growing number of retail operations from coast to coast. EDP
currently has 21 retail operations in nine states, ranging from
California and the Pacific Northwest to the Northeast and
Southeast.
Mark Zimora, Energy Distribution Partner’s Vice President of
Travis Dunham.
Operations, stated, “We are delighted to have Travis Dunham
join EDP as we continue to add new markets and grow organically. With his broad propane
experience, his many connections in the industry and his passion for excellence, he is a valuable
addition to our talented team.”
About Energy Distribution Partners
Energy Distribution Partners is a rapidly-growing company in America's fast-changing energy
landscape – with deep experience in retail and commercial propane sales, operations and finance.
The company provides safe, reliable propane service to residential and commercial
customers in California, Washington, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, South Carolina,
Pennsylvania and New York. EDP is actively seeking partners for growth. For more information,
please visit www.edplp.net.
Forward-Looking Statements
The information presented herein may contain certain “forward-looking statements” within the
meaning of the federal securities laws. The Partnership’s actual future performance will be

affected by a number of factors, risks and uncertainties, including, without limitation, weather
conditions, regulatory changes, competitive factors, and the operations of vendors, suppliers and
customers, many of which are beyond the Partnership’s control. Future events and results may
vary substantially from what the Partnership currently foresees, and there can be no assurance
that the Partnership’s actual results will not differ materially from its expectations. The
Partnership undertakes no obligation to publicly release any revision to these forward-looking
statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of such statements or to reflect the
occurrence of anticipated or unanticipated events.
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